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Learn more today by calling 888-256-0060

https://www.modassystems.com/flex2/

Know where your assets are at all times whether you have  

bulldozers, scrapers, trenchers, cranes, mixers, or some  

other special equipment. We’ve got you covered. Increase  

profitability and protect your assets from misuse or theft,  

with the FL Flex 2 EQ. This covert GPS tracking device  

combines with intelligent cloud software, to give you  

actionable insights. Make smarter business decisions faster  

with the FL Flex 2 EQ, all while improving profitability and  

minimizing loss.

FL Flex 2 EQ Benefits:

Proactive asset maintenance

Plan and schedule maintenance based on real engine hours,  

not just calendar days.

GPS tracking

Know where your assets are at all times to minimize capital  

loss, mitigate against insurance increases, and keep jobs on  

time to maintain customer satisfaction.

Small in Size.
Big in Power.

FL Flex 2 EQ Features

Location history, geofence breach, & alerts for landmark  

exit / entry

Locate your asset at all times. Never wonder if your  

equipment is safe at a job site overnight, or if your  

employees are using your assets for side jobs.

Ignition on/off

Get alerts when your assets are in use. Have peace of  

mind knowing your assets are only used when authorized.

Engine idle time

Track engine idle time and make adjustments tominimize  

fuel expenses.

Vehicle battery voltage

View battery voltage when asset ignition is active,to  

determine if a replacement is needed.

Customizable reporting

Automate reports with the most relevantdata.

Utilization and inactivity tools

Assess activity, utilization of assets, and monitor their  

movement in our cloud based, FleetLocateUI.

10-minute standard status intervals

Get consistent updates when the ignition is active or the  

equipment is moving. If the equipment is stationary and  

the ignition is off, you’ll get alerts once aday.

Covert installation

Minimize tampering with this covert solution that includes  

an optional tamper alert sensor.

4G / LTEsupport

Reliable nationwide coverage

FL Flex™ 2 EQ - GPS Tracking and  
Intelligent Equipment Management
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